The sequential use of an electric propulsion system is considered in combination with a high-thrust propulsion system for application to the propellant-optimal Geostationary Orbit insertion problem, whilst considering both temporal and radiation flux constraints. Such usage is found to offer a combined propellant mass saving when compared with an equivalent high-thrust only transfer. This propellant mass saving is seen to increase as the allowable transfer duration is increased, and as the thrust from the low-thrust system is increased, assuming constant specific impulse. It was found that the required plane change maneuver is most propellant-efficiently performed by the high-thrust system. The propellant optimal trajectory incurs a significantly increased electron flux when compared to an equivalent high-thrust only transfer. However, the electron flux can be reduced to a similar order of magnitude by increasing the high-thrust propellant consumption, whilst still delivering an improved mass fraction.
Introduction
The use of low-thrust electric propulsion (EP) on-board telecommunications spacecraft in Geostationary orbit (GEO) for station-keeping is well-established. Similarly, GEO orbit insertion using only low-thrust electric propulsion has been extensively studied [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . In the frame of Horizon 2020 project HYPROGEO, which aims to develop synergies between electrical and hybrid propulsion (solid polyethylene fuel with high concentration liquid H2O2 oxidizer) systems, in this paper the use of the EP systems is considered in combination with a high-thrust propulsion system for application to the propellant-optimal GEO insertion problem, whilst considering both temporal and radiation flux constraints.
There has been prior research focused on coupling high and low-thrust propulsion technologies to form a hybrid propulsion system; note that in this context, and for the remainder of this paper, hybrid is used to mean combination of different thrust and specific impulse levels. Specifically in this paper, high and low thrust combined with low and high specific impulse, respectively. The advantages of coupling are obvious; reducing the transfer time compared to only low-thrust propulsion, providing a propellant mass saving compared to only chemical propulsion and reducing the time the spacecraft spends in the Van Allen radiation belts, which can cause significant power degradation to the solar panels.
The first indication of using high and low-thrust systems together was in 1962 by Theodore Edelbaum [14] , around the time when EP systems were starting to be considered as a feasible propulsion system for spacecraft [15] . Early work on the transfer method, such as the analysis in [14] , assumed the high-thrust segments were impulsive and patched with the low-thrust transfers to form the trajectory. This was also the case in proceeding work [16, 17] . In using this method, the transversality condition used in the optimization process offered some conditions for patching the segments together. Other work has made use of primer vector theory, which can provide similar results; however in a more general and direct manner without the need to patch sections together [18] . This was based on a switching function that could be used to switch between propulsion systems and also allow the spacecraft to enter a coast period. This switching methodology was also identified in [19] and [20] and the similarities between [18] [19] [20] were described in [21] .
Work has also considered the practicalities of implementing hybrid propulsion systems, that is, performing an analysis based on launch vehicle technology, spacecraft power availability and efficiencies of current low thrust systems. This has allowed for realistic studies of transfers from Earth to the Moon using chemical-electric systems and also nuclear-electric systems [22] [23] [24] . These studies have again identified the advantage of such a propulsion concept. In addition to Earth -Moon transfers, there have also been studies of combined propulsion systems for orbit transfers within the Earth's sphere of influence; most notably, transfers to GEO. This research has considered the use of a chemical system on-board the satellite in conjunction with an EP system, also on-board the satellite but for the main use of station keeping maneuvers, to perform part of the orbit raise maneuver [25] [26] [27] . In addition, work has considered the effect of the launch vehicle on the transfer [28] . In order to maximize the satellite dry mass and hence minimize the propellant mass, these studies have also considered the effect of varying the propulsion system specification which has shown there could be some advantage to an EP system with variable specific impulse and thrust. The work in [28] also found the optimum EP system specific impulse depends strongly on the chemical propulsion system specific impulse which is due to a trade-off between minimum propellant mass and minimum time. This is interesting as the hybrid propulsion analysis herein is dependent on the ratio of the high and low-thrust system's specific impulses; however, a similar trend is not observed as the analysis considers a minimum propellant optimization satisfying a user specified time constraint.
Power system degradation due to radiation was studied in [29] where it was confirmed the time spent in the radiation belts can be reduced drastically by employing a hybrid system as opposed to low-thrust only. The introduction of the high-thrust system does impose a mass penalty but this can be offset again by the reduction in radiation effects on the spacecraft.
Prior studies of hybrid GEO insertion scenarios have mainly focused on transfers that use high-thrust burns to achieve an intermediate orbit someway between the initial injection and target orbits. This method then uses an outward spiral trajectory towards the target orbit. However, by considering the bi-elliptic transfer ethos, see [30] [31] [32] [33] , and how it can save propellant mass by using an intermediate orbit far greater than the target orbit, a similar hybrid transfer is also considered herein. In this case, the high-thrust section is used to propel the spacecraft beyond the target to an intermediate orbit, with both perigee and apogee larger than the target, and then the low-thrust propulsion system is used to spiral back in-towards the target orbit. Such a transfer is called a Hohmann Spiral Transfer, HST [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] , and is expected to yield significant benefits when the radiation flux is incorporated as a constraint to the trajectory design. Furthermore, as the space debris mitigation guidelines state that no object should be jettisoned into an orbit that intersects the GEO ring [39, 40] , it means that such an intermediate orbit beyond GEO may be used to jettison the exhausted high-thrust propulsion system, hence further increasing the efficiency of the low-thrust system by reducing the spacecraft mass.
It should be noted that throughout this analysis, and much of the literature, it is assumed that the high-thrust burns are executed fully before the low-thrust phase begins, separating the trajectory into two clearly phases. Whilst it is likely that the propellant optimal solution would intertwine these two phases, the operation of the low-thrust system is highly likely to require deployed solar array panels, which would in-turn be incompatible with the operation of a high-thrust propulsion system. Thus, such a propellant optimal solution is highly likely to be a suboptimal system-wide solution.
Hybrid Trajectory Optimization
Several of the papers previously discussed considered different methods of addressing the issues associated with optimization of hybrid low and high-thrust propulsion transfers. For example, there has been research that used a pre-calculated transfer array that can be interpolated in order to speed up the transfer analysis [26, 27] . The initial analysis in this method was therefore computationally heavy but for any other transfers it meant there was a rapid estimation available. This method obviously has a speed advantage but it is limited as it can only evaluate transfers in the region of the initial analysis. The accuracy of the resultant interpolated solutions is also dependent on the discretization of the initial solutions. Other papers have used a patching method allowing the high and low-thrust transfer sections to be decoupled, reducing the overall optimization complexity as each section is analyzed individually as discussed previously [22] [23] [24] . Although this patching method can offer near-optimal solutions, it still requires a large amount of user time and knowledge to ensure the different trajectories can be connected. However, a program has been developed to optimize a full hybrid propulsion transfer. This is called SEPSPOT and was developed at the NASA Glen research facility [41] . In coupling the high thrust section this program assumes the spacecraft begins in a circular orbit and can impart a maximum of two high-thrust impulses before the low-thrust system is activated. The total velocity change for the high-thrust section is specified and if the first required impulse is equal or greater than this then the high-thrust section is restricted to one impulse. If the first required impulse is less, then the transfer is a two-burn orbit raise. In this case, the second burn is the difference between the total specified velocity change and the first burn velocity change. Several problems have been identified with SEPSPOT however, specifically related to its sensitivity to the initial guesses and convergence problems [42] .
To avoid the need for user input and sensitivity issues, this study employees a hybrid propulsion transfer optimizer that models the high-thrust phase as a Hohmann transfer and generates the low-thrust trajectory using locally optimal control laws.
Low-Thrust Trajectory Design
Where high-thrust transfers are relatively straightforward to predict due to their impulsive nature, low-thrust transfers require continuous thrust to generate a similar velocity requirement, which can result in many orbital revolutions. This spiral trajectory leads to numerically intensive methods in order to determine a solution to any particular transfer problem. Several techniques have therefore been developed which reduce their complexity and produce trajectories that are near optimal. These methods are good for determining an initial solution to a proposed trajectory problem or forming an initial guess to be used as part of a detailed optimization study.
Locally optimal control laws have been used for trajectory generation herein. These control laws maximize the rate of change of a given orbit element and can be specified in closed analytical form as they can be developed from the variational equations of the orbital elements. This can then be used as the optimal thrust direction vector. The advantage of such control laws is the speed of which they can be implemented in a trajectory problem, whilst the primary disadvantage is the sub-optimal nature of the resulting solution. Previous work developed a form of the control laws for semi-major axis, inclination and radius of perigee using the equinoctial elements to avoid singularities associated with the classical elements [6] . In [42] , this was extended to include the eccentricity control law which, combined with orbital averaging, was used in an optimization process. The control laws were then explained in an analytical form by the same author in [43] . The control laws have also been derived for use with another form of low-thrust propulsion: solar-sailing [44] . This work was further extended to define the control laws in modified equinoctial elements [45] [46] [47] and applied them to many novel missions only possible with a solar-sail [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] .
Due to the quick implementation and versatility of locally optimal control laws, they will be used within this technical note whenever trajectory design is required. Although they are sub-optimal by nature, it was demonstrated in [6, 42, 51] they exhibit an accuracy from the optimal solution.
Numerical Analysis and Optimization
The equations of motion are defined in modified equinoctial elements, which are derived in [53] and validated in [54, 55] . These are used to propagate the trajectory as they are non-singular except for rectilinear orbits when the inclination, radians and provide runtime improvements over classical elements for certain orbit transfers [53] . The numerical method propagates the spacecraft position in time using an explicit variable step size Runge-Kutta (4,5) formula known as the Dormand-Prince pair [56] . It is a one-step solver, meaning it only requires the solution at the immediately preceding time point to solve the current point. A relative and absolute tolerance of was chosen for all trajectory propagation and optimization studies to allow rapid analysis without loss of accuracy. It should be noted that a sensitivity analysis was performed to support prior work [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] and the relative and absolute tolerance used are a function of that sensitivity analysis. It is also worth noting that the code used was written to ensure similar dimensions across the equations of motion to again address the need for smaller tolerances. No orbit perturbations other than the spacecraft thrust are considered.
The trajectory optimization process is primarily aimed at optimizing the complex low-thrust section of the trajectory; however, it can be modified to include an optimization of the high-thrust section so that the trajectory can be optimized as a full hybrid transfer. This allows the optimizer to choose the 'best' scenario without the need for experienced engineering judgment when splitting the high and low-thrust phases. The optimization algorithm selected uses a constrained nonlinear optimization technique adapting a sequential quadratic programming (SQP) method. This is selected as it has a strict feasibility with respect to the bounds meaning every iterative step is taken within the specified limits [57] . This is necessary for this study as the parameters to be optimized cannot be negative otherwise the trajectory generation will fail. The optimization problem is specified as (1) where represents each of the locally optimal control law constants required for the generation of the lowthrust phase, is the intermediate orbit (that is, at the end of the high-thrust phase) to initial orbit radius ratio and is the intermediate orbit eccentricity, the point at which the transfer switches from high to low-thrust. When the intermediate orbit is elliptical, the orbit ratio is the ratio of the intermediate orbit apogee to initial orbit radius. When the initial orbit is elliptical, the orbit ratio is the ratio of the intermediate orbit apogee to the initial orbit perigee.
The optimization parameters are subject to the following bounds (2) and the following active inequality constraints applied at each time-step, 
where is the maximum allowable transfer time and is determined by the mission specification, is the semi-major axis for the final orbit, GEO in paper, which is used to scale the large semi-major axis value. It should be noted that no active equality constraints are applied.
The tolerances used in the optimization procedure apply to the objective function and inequality constraint parameters. The objective function tolerance is a bound on the change in the objective function, whilst the inequality constraint function is bounds and measures the magnitude of the constraint violation. A tolerance of was used for each. The optimization stops if the objective or function tolerances alone are satisfied, however it will not stop if the constraint function only is satisfied. The possibility then arises that the optimization will halt without the constraint function being satisfied.
High-Thrust Phase
It is assumed the high-thrust section is conducted through one or two impulsive burns; accounting for a circular or elliptical initial orbit respectively. This is based on the minimum energy Hohmann transfer. The first burn is used to enter the transfer orbit that (typically) takes the spacecraft beyond the target orbit. In the case where the lowthrust system is activated at the apogee of this orbit, i.e. the low-thrust phase begins with the eccentricity of the transfer orbit, this is the only high-thrust burn performed unless a plane change is required, and the transfer orbit becomes the intermediate orbit. In the case where the spacecraft enters an intermediate orbit at the transfer orbit apogee, a second high-thrust impulse, incorporating any plane change, is used to achieve this before the low-thrust system is activated. The high-thrust phase optimization involves two variables, the orbit ratio and the intermediate orbit eccentricity, . The optimizer can vary to increases/decrease the intermediate orbit apogee in order to reduce the velocity requirement of the high-thrust phase. Additionally, the eccentricity, , of this intermediate orbit can also be modified by the optimizer to lower the velocity requirement of the high-thrust phase.
When the high-thrust propulsion system performs the plane change, it is assumed that the orbit raise and plane change maneuvers are combined as this has been found to be more propellant effective. The plane change is distributed over two impulses; one at the initial/transfer orbit node and the second at the transfer/intermediate orbit node with the optimal split determined by numerically solving ,
where is the total plane change, s is the percentage plane change per maneuver, is velocity change, v is the velocity change, and subscripts i, f and trans, denote initial, final and transfer orbits. Note that this presumes the orbit major axis and line of nodes are equivalent. Finally note that the co-planar high-thrust phase still allows for a variable intermediate orbit.
Low-Thrust Phase
Locally optimal control laws can be used to generate complex trajectories with varying mission constraints. However, the effectiveness, and therefore optimality of these control laws, is often dependent on how they are combined or 'blended' to form a near-optimal thrust direction vector. In [45] a blending method known as (A n D) was suggested for use in generating solar sail trajectories with a constrained thrust direction vector. It was proposed in that work that weighting constants be calculated as a function of the osculating elements, as opposed time; thus enabling the potential controller to account for unforeseen perturbations in the trajectory. This method calculated the weights for each control law based on the sail's time to target if it solely used that control law and its effective use of the sail. A user defined constant was also used to tailor the trajectories to suit certain mission specifications.
The method implemented herein is closely related to that of [45] but does incorporate some of the ideas discussed in [42, 43, 58] . It is adapted here to suit low-thrust technologies without the limitations of a sail i.e. the thrust can be directed in any direction as and when it is required. Firstly, the deficit (time to target) of each control law is calculated based on the maximized thrust vector if it were solely used and assuming a constant rate of change of the orbital elements. These rates of change are then normalized with respect to the largest; resultantly each control law receives a score between zero and one: zero meaning the control law has achieved its target and one meaning it is furthest, in terms of time, from its target value. The control laws, , are then multiplied by a constant, W, based on mission specification before finally being blended using the averaging technique (8) where, , subscript b denotes blended, and is the radius of perigee. This forms the maximized thrust direction vector. Again, this method is dependent on a weighting constant that somehow needs to be determined. However, as this constant is independent of time and is specified at the beginning of the trajectory design, it can easily be determined in a non-intensive optimization procedure.
The low-thrust phase optimization involves a maximum of four variables, or weighting constants, however for the case where the high-thrust phase performs the plane change only three constants are required and are applied to the semi-major axis, eccentricity and radius of perigee control laws. The use of these constants reduces optimization complexity as each control law is prioritized before each trajectory calculation as opposed to each control law being prioritized at every time-step. It should be noted however that by implementing this method, a degree of accuracy is sacrificed as these constants are general for a whole trajectory as opposed to being variable to suit the spacecraft position at each individual time step.
Geostationary Insertion
The Geostationary Transfer Orbit, GTO, to GEO transfer parameters used are detailed in Table 1 , and the spacecraft parameters in Table 2 for the use of QinetiQ T6 thruster(s), qualified up to a thrust of 145mN per thruster [59] , and Table 3 for the use of SNECMA PPS®5000 thruster(s), where a thrust of 250mN is assumed per thruster [60] . Mission analysis considers the implication of operating the QinetiQ T6 thruster in a pair to aid orbit insertion, as well as the effect of switching this to a pair of SNECMA PPS®5000 thrusters. Note that a single SNECMA PPS®5000 thruster offers a similar thrust to the pair of QinetiQ T6 thrusters, but with a lower specific impulse, hence this case is not considered further. Table 3 Spacecraft parameters with a SNECMA PPS®5000 electric propulsion system
150-day Transfer
Analysis is presented in Figure 1 and Figure 2 for a GTO -GEO transfer with a 150-day duration and 290mN of electric propulsion thrust, assuming two QinetiQ T6 electric propulsion thrusters, with the mass inserted into GTO, the spacecraft wet mass, being varied from 2000 -9100 kg. The 150-day time limit was selected as a perceived upper-limit on the period an operator would be willing to tolerate between launch and commencing revenuegenerating operations due to the finance model employed by operators. It is seen that in comparison to a Hohmann transfer the combined high-and low-thrust transfer offers a reduction in total propellant mass in all the cases considered; with the high-thrust plane change offering the best propellant mass fraction in all cases. Additionally, for the low-thrust plane change the combined high-and low-thrust transfer offers the most benefit when the spacecraft wet mass is low; on a 2000 kg wet mass the reduction in total propellant mass is 521 kg (26%), decreasing to a total propellant mass saving of 306 kg (3%) on a 9100 kg wet mass. However, although the total propellant mass saving on the high-thrust plane change remains relatively constant, varying ±10 kg, the total propellant mass saving as a percentage of the wet mass also decreases as the wet mass is increased; from 27 -6% in the mass range considered.
Analysis is presented in Figure 3 and Figure 4 for a GTO -GEO transfer with a 150-day time limit and 145mN of electric propulsion thrust, assuming single QinetiQ T6 electric propulsion thrusters, with the mass inserted into GTO, the spacecraft wet mass, being varied over the same range as before. In general, the same trends are observed. However, it is noted that no meaningful result can be gained in the low-thrust plane change scenario beyond around 6000 kg due to the level of acceleration provided by the electric propulsion system. It was found that for a wet mass of 9100 kg, a circular orbit at GEO radius requires 235 days to perform only the plane change maneuver.
The analysis presented is repeated for a 150-day transfer using a pair of SNECMA PPS®5000 thrusters generating 500mN of thrust. The results are illustrated in Figure 5 and Figure 6 . Broadly speaking the same general trends are observed. However, it is of note that despite the lower specific impulse the larger thrust provides an increased propellant mass saving in all cases when compared to the twin QinetiQ T6 thruster scenario.
90-day Transfer
The analysis is repeated herein for a 90-day transfer, and illustrated in Figure 7 and Figure 8 for the 290mN, and Figure 9 and Figure 10 for the 145mN case. The 90-day transfer offers a potentially more tolerable period between launch and commencing revenue-generating operations as perceived from an operators finance model perspective. Broadly speaking the same general trends are observed. However, it is of note that for the 290mN case the maximum wet mass for the low-thrust plane change reduces to around 7500 kg, and to around 3750 kg for the 145mN case.
The analysis is repeated for a 90-day transfer, using a pair of SNECMA PPS®5000 Thrusters generating 500mN of thrust, and illustrated in Figure 11 and Figure 12 . Broadly speaking the same general trends are observed as before and once again, it is of note that despite the lower specific impulse the larger thrust provides an increased propellant mass saving in all cases when compared to the twin QinetiQ T6 thruster scenario. It is also noted that in comparison to the longer transfer time cases, a great propellant mass saving is achieved. 
Radiation Constraint
The trapped radiation belts surrounding the Earth, often termed the Van Allen belts, consist of electrons and ions (predominantly protons) with energies ranging from the thermal (<1 eV) to highly relativistic (tens of MeV for electrons and GeV for protons [61] . The important components from a spacecraft design perspective are the electrons with energies between 500 keV to a few MeV, and protons with energies >100 MeV due to their effect on spacecraft electronics [62, 63] . The electrons are found in two toroidal regions, with latitudes up to around 60 degrees from the geomagnetic equator, centered on radii of approximately 1.3 Earth radii and 5 Earth radii, whilst the protons are focused on the inner of these two regions [62] . Note that the geomagnetic equator is displaced from the equator by approximately 10 degrees depending on the reference epoch.
Using the NASA AE-8/AP-8 radiation models and neglecting the effects of orbit inclination or geomagnetic latitude the simplified particle flux model shown in Figure 13 was derived and verified against the SPENVIS tool [64] . Using this model, a further active inequality constraint was added to the optimization process to maintain the radiation dose experienced throughout the transfer trajectory below a user determined value; radiation dose is defined as the cumulative or time-integral particle fluxes shown in Figure 13 . Figure 14 shows the effect of doing so on the required propellant mass. In the unconstrained case, delivering the largest propellant reduction within the 90-day transfer limit, the electron flux is almost 280 times that of a Hohmann transfer from GTO -GEO. However, the proton flux is almost identical. Note that the spacecraft is assumed to remain in GTO for three days for commissioning prior to both transfers being initiated. By reducing the additional electron flux incurred due to the use of low-thrust propulsion to seven times greater than that of the original Hohmann transfer from GTO -GEO an extra 231 kg of propellant is required, reducing the propellant mass saving over a Hohmann transfer from GTO -GEO from 6.4 % to 1.8%; that is 321kg down to 90kg. Notably, the proton flux in this scenario remains largely unchanged, with a reduction of just over 1%.
As anticipated, it is seen in Figure 15 that as the electron flux through the low-thrust propelled trajectory is decreased the high-thrust propulsion system is used to increasingly maneuver beyond the radiation belts, whilst the low-thrust propulsion system is used to return to GEO. Note that for the unconstrained case the semi-major axis is 0.82 GEO radii at the end of the high-thrust phase, whilst it is 1.26 GEO radii for the lowest electron flux case. Meanwhile, no similar trend is observed in the variation of the eccentricity as the electron flux is decreased, although for the lowest electron flux case the eccentricity at the end of the high-thrust phase is the lowest. Figure 16 further illustrates the effect of limiting the electron flux, showing that both the radius of perigee and apogee at the end of the high-thrust phase increase as the electron flux is reduced. These results suggest that had a more complete radiation model been applied than that shown in Figure 13 , the transfer trajectory is likely to exhibit a highly similar structure. Of note, as the additional electron flux incurred due to the use of low-thrust propulsion is reduced to a level around 90 times that of a Hohmann transfer from GTO -GEO, the radius of perigee begins to peak above the GEO radius, before reducing to the target. As such it would be viable to consider jettisoning the high-thrust propulsion system, including the tanks, into the graveyard region above GEO to reduce the spacecraft mass, and hence further increase the efficiency of the remaining low-thrust system, without contravening space debris guidelines [39, 40] . 
Conclusion
The sequential use of high and low-thrust propulsion for transfer from geostationary transfer orbit, GTO, to a geostationary orbit, GEO, was found to offer a combined propellant mass saving when compared with an equivalent high-thrust only transfer. This propellant mass saving was seen to increase as the allowable transfer duration is increased, and as the thrust from the low-thrust system is increased, assuming constant specific impulse. It was found that the required plane change maneuver is most propellant-efficiently performed by the high-thrust system. The propellant mass saving in such high-thrust plane change transfers varies little as the wet mass, i.e. the mass inserted into GTO, is increased. Consequently, the percentage benefit over the equivalent high-thrust only transfer decreases as wet mass is increased. Finally, it was shown that the propellant optimal trajectory incurs a non-minor increase in electron flux (for energies >0.5MeV) when compared to a Hohmann transfer from GTO to GEO, whilst the proton flux (for energies >100MeV) is almost identical. However, the electron flux can be reduced to a similar order of magnitude to that of the Hohmann transfer from GTO to GEO by increasing the high-thrust propellant consumption, whilst still delivering an improved mass fraction to GEO. Of note, the perigee in such scenarios increases beyond GEO before returning to the target value. Therefore, it would be viable to consider jettisoning the high-thrust propulsion system, including the tanks, into the graveyard region above GEO to reduce the spacecraft mass, and hence increase the efficiency of the remaining low-thrust system, without contravening space debris guidelines.
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